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Abstract
This is a pedagogical review article surveying the various approaches to-
wards understanding gauge coupling unication within string theory. As is
well known, one of the major problems confronting string phenomenology has
been an apparent discrepancy between the scale of gauge coupling unica-
tion predicted within string theory, and the unication scale expected within
the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). In
this article, I provide an overview of the dierent approaches that have been
taken in recent years towards reconciling these two scales, and outline some
of the major recent developments in each. These approaches include string
GUT models; higher ane levels and non-standard hypercharge normaliza-
tions; heavy string threshold corrections; light supersymmetric thresholds; ef-
fects from intermediate-scale gauge and matter structure beyond the MSSM;





As is well-known, string theories achieve remarkable success in answering some
of the most vexing problems of theoretical high-energy physics. With string theory,
we now have for the rst time a consistent theoretical framework which is nite and
which simultaneously incorporates both quantum gravity and chiral supersymmetric
gauge theories in a natural fashion. An important goal, therefore, is to determine the
extent to which this framework is capable of describing other more phenomenological
features of the low-energy world.
In this review article, I shall focus on one such feature: the unication of gauge
couplings. There are various reasons why this is a particularly compelling feature to
study. On the one hand, the unication of gauge couplings | like the appearance
of gravity or of gauge symmetry in the rst place | is a feature intrinsic to string
theory, one whose appearance has basic, model-independent origins. On the other
hand, viewing the situation from an experimental perspective, the unication of the
gauge couplings is arguably the highest-energy phenomenon that any extrapolation
from low-energy data can uncover; in this sense it sits at what is believed to be the
frontier between our low-energy SU(3) SU(2) U(1) world, and whatever may lie
beyond. Thus, the unication of gauge couplings provides a fertile meeting-ground
where string theory can be tested against the results of low-energy experimentation.
At rst glance, string theory appears to fail this test: it predicts, a priori, a uni-
cation of gauge couplings at a scale Mstring  51017 GeV, approximately a factor of
20 higher than the expected scale MMSSM  2 1016 GeV obtained through extrap-
olations from low-energy data within the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM). While this may seem to be a small dierence in an absolute
sense (amounting to only 10% of the logarithms of these mass scales), this discrep-
ancy nevertheless translates into predictions for the low-energy gauge couplings that
dier by many standard deviations from their experimentally observed values. This
is therefore a major problem for string phenomenology.
Fortunately, there are various eects which may modify these naive predictions,
and thereby reconcile these two unication scales. These include: the appearance of
a possible grand-unied (GUT) symmetry at the intermediate scale MMSSM (which
would then unify with gravity and any other \hidden-sector" gauge symmetries at
Mstring); the possibility that the MSSM gauge group is realized in string theory
through non-standard higher-level ane gauge symmetries and/or exotic hypercharge
normalizations (which would alter the boundary conditions of the gauge couplings
at unication); possible large \heavy string threshold corrections" (which would ef-
fectively lower the predicted value of Mstring); possible eects due to light SUSY
thresholds (arising from the breaking of supersymmetry at a relatively low energy
scale); and the appearance of extra matter beyond the MSSM (as often arises in
realistic string models). There even exist unication scenarios based on strings with-
out spacetime supersymmetry, and on strings at strong coupling. It is presently
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unknown, however, which of these scenarios (or which combination of scenarios) can
successfully explain the apparent discrepancy between MMSSM and Mstring in string
theory. In other words, it is not known which \path to unication", if any, string
theory ultimately chooses.
In this article, I shall summarize the basic status of each of these possibilities, and
outline some of the recent developments in each of these areas. As we shall see, some
of these paths are quite feasible, and can actually reconcile string-scale unication
with low-energy data. Others, by contrast, are tied to more subtle issues in string
theory, and await further insight.
It is precisely for such reasons that this review has been written. Given the recent
experimental results conrming gauge coupling unication within the MSSM, there is
now considerable interest among low-energy phenomenologists in the potential that
gauge coupling unication holds for uncovering and probing new physics at very
high energy scales. It is therefore particularly important at this time to survey the
possibilities for new physics that are suggested by string theory. But there are also
string-based reasons why a current review should be particularly useful. Over the
past decade, string model-building and string phenomenology have matured to the
point that specic phenomenological issues such as gauge coupling unication can now
be meaningfully and quantitatively addressed. Moreover, as we shall see, the past
several years have witnessed an explosion in the development of dierent string-based
unication scenarios, with ideas and results coming from many dierent directions.
Indeed, each of these various \paths to unication" has now been investigated in
considerable detail, and the relevant issues that are raised within each scenario have
now been systematically explored. This review should therefore serve not only to
organize and summarize the accomplishments achieved within each of these \paths
to unication", but also to point the way towards understanding how, through gauge
coupling unication, the predictions of string theory may eventually have a direct
bearing on low-energy physics.
This article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, I review the basic problem of gauge
coupling unication, and highlight some of the dierences that exist between gauge
coupling unication in eld theory and in string theory. In Sect. 3, I then provide
an outline of the various approaches that have been proposed for understanding
gauge coupling unication in string theory. The seven sections which follow (Sects. 4
through 10) then discuss each of these approaches in turn, and survey their relevant
issues, problems, and current status. In particular, Sect. 4 focuses on string GUT
models; Sect. 5 deals with non-standard ane levels and hypercharge normalizations;
Sect. 6 discusses heavy string threshold corrections; Sect. 7 analyzes light SUSY
thresholds and intermediate-scale gauge structure; Sect. 8 considers extra matter
beyond the MSSM; Sect. 9 introduces gauge coupling unication via strings without
spacetime supersymmetry; and Sect. 10 outlines a proposal based on strings at strong




This review article is aimed at discussing recent progress in one specic area:
the unication of gauge couplings within string theory. As such, this review does
not attempt to cover the vast literature of eld-theoretic unication models, nor (at
the other end) does it attempt to discuss general aspects of string model-building or
string phenomenology. For reviews of the former subject, the reader should consult
Ref. [?]; likewise, for recent reviews of the latter subject, the reader is urged to
consult Refs. [?, ?]. Although certain portions of this review are based upon research
[?, ?, ?, ?] that I have performed in joint collaborations, I have nevertheless attempted
to place these results in context by surveying related recent works by other authors
as well. My hope is therefore that this article presents a fairly complete survey of the
issues surrounding gauge coupling unication in string theory, including most lines of
development that have been advanced through the present time (September 1996).
Finally, since my goal has been to present a pedagogical and (hopefully) non-technical
introduction to recent progress in this eld, I have avoided the detailed mathematics
that is involved in any particular approach. Therefore, for further details | or for
applications to related issues beyond the scope of this review | the reader should
consult the relevant references.
2 Background
2.1 The problem of gauge coupling unication
The Standard Model of particle physics is by now extremely well-established,
and accounts for virtually all presently available experimental data. Moreover, one
particular extension of the Standard Model, namely the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) [?], successfully incorporates the Standard Model within the
framework of a supersymmetric theory, thereby improving the niteness properties
of the theory and providing, for example, an elegant solution to the technical gauge
hierarchy problem.
This introduction of N = 1 supersymmetry, however, also has another profound
eect: it brings about a unication of the gauge couplings, as illustrated in Figs. 1
and 2. This unication can be seen as follows. At the Z scale MZ  91:16 GeV, the
experimentally accepted values for the hypercharge, electroweak, and strong gauge
couplings are respectively given (within the MS renormalization group scheme) as [?]
−1Y (MZ)jMS  98:29 0:13
−12 (MZ)jMS  29:61 0:13
−13 (MZ)jMS  8:3 0:5 (2.1)
where i  g2i =(4) for i = Y; 2; 3. In Eq. (2.1) we have assumed the conventional
hypercharge normalization in which the Standard Model right-handed singlet electron
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Figure 1: One-loop evolution of the gauge couplings within the (non-supersymmetric) Stan-
dard Model. Here 1  (5=3)Y , where Y is the hypercharge coupling in the conventional
normalization. The relative width of each line reflects current experimental uncertainties.
Figure 2: One-loop evolution of the gauge couplings within the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM), assuming supersymmetric thresholds at the Z scale. As in Fig. 1,
1  (5=3)Y , where Y is the hypercharge coupling in the conventional normalization.
The relative width of each line reflects current experimental uncertainties.
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state eR has unit hypercharge. We then extrapolate these couplings to higher energy
scales  via the standard one-loop renormalization group equations (RGE’s) of the
form









Note that the one-loop beta-function coecients bi that govern this logarithmic run-
ning depend on the matter content of the theory. It is therefore here that the in-
troduction of N = 1 supersymmetry plays a role (i.e., by introducing superpartner
states and an extra Higgs doublet into the theory). Specically, one nds that these
coecients take the values
(bY ; b2; b3) =

(7;−3;−7) within the Standard Model
(11; 1;−3) within the MSSM.
(2.3)
Using the beta-function coecients bi of the Standard Model and extrapolating the
low-energy couplings upwards according to Eq. (2.2), one then nds that the three
gauge couplings fail to meet at any scale. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. By con-
trast, performing this extrapolation within the MSSM, one discovers [?] an apparent
unication of gauge couplings of the form
5
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MMSSM  2  10
16 GeV : (2.5)
This situation is shown in Fig. 2. The fact that the gauge couplings unify within the
MSSM is usually interpreted as evidence not only for N = 1 supersymmetry, but also
for the existence of a single large grand-unied gauge group GGUT which breaks to
SU(3)SU(2)U(1)Y at the MSSM scale MMSSM. Indeed, with this interpretation,
even the factor of 5=3 appearing in Eq. (2.4) has a natural explanation, for it essen-
tially represents the group-theoretic factor by which the conventional hypercharge
generator must be rescaled in order to be unied along with the SU(2) and SU(3)
generators within a single non-abelian group GGUT such as SU(5), SO(10), or E6.
Thus, the popular eld-theoretic scenario that is currently envisioned is as follows.
At high energies far above MMSSM, we have N = 1 supersymmetry and some grand-
unied group GGUT, with all matter falling into supersymmetric representations of
this group. Then, at the MSSM scale, this group is presumed to break directly to
SU(3) SU(2)U(1)Y , and any extra states that do not appear within the MSSM
will have masses near MMSSM and thus not aect the running of gauge couplings below
this scale. The MSSM itself is then presumed to govern physics all the way down
to the scale MSUSY at which SUSY-breaking occurs, and then nally, below MSUSY,
we expect to see merely the Standard-Model gauge group and spectrum. The scale
MSUSY is set, of course, with two considerations in mind: it must be suciently high
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to explain why the lightest superparticles have not yet been observed, and it must be
suciently low that the gauge hierarchy is protected. This in turn constrains various
measures of SUSY-breaking, such as the value of the mass supertrace Str(M2).
On the face of it, this is a fairly compelling picture. There are, however, a number
of outstanding problems that are not addressed within this scenario. First, the uni-
cation scale MMSSM is quite close to the Planck scale MPlanck =
q
1=GN  1019 GeV,
yet gravity is not incorporated into this picture. Second, one would hope to explain
the spectrum of the Standard Model and the MSSM, in particular the values of the
many arbitrary free parameters which describe the fermion masses and couplings.
Indeed, one might even seek an explanation of more basic parameters such as the
number of generations or even the choice of gauge group. Third, if we truly expect
some sort of GUT theory above MMSSM, we face the problem of the proton lifetime;
stabilizing the proton requires a successful doublet-triplet splitting mechanism. Fi-
nally, we may even ask why we should expect a GUT theory at all. After all, the
appearance of a grand-unied theory is essentially a theoretical prejudice, and is not
required in any way for the theoretical consistency of the model. In other words, the
unication of gauge couplings may just be a happy accident.
2.2 String theory vs. eld theory
String theory, however, has the potential to address all of these shortcomings.
First, it naturally incorporates quantum gravity, in the sense that a spin-two mass-
less particle (the graviton) always appears in the string spectrum. Second, N = 1
supersymmetric eld theories with non-abelian gauge groups and chiral matter natu-
rally appear as the low-energy limits of a certain phenomenologically appealing class
of string theories (the heterotic strings) [?]. Third, such string theories may in prin-
ciple provide a uniform framework for understanding all of the features of low-energy
phenomenology, such as the appearance of three generations, the fermion mass ma-
trices, and even a doublet-triplet splitting mechanism [?]. Indeed, string theories
ultimately contain no free parameters!
But most importantly for the purposes of this article, string theories also im-
ply a natural unication of the couplings. Indeed, regardless of the particular string
model in question and independently of whether there exists any unifying GUT gauge
symmetry in the model, it turns out that the gauge and gravitational couplings in
heterotic string theory always automatically unify at tree-level to form one dimen-
Given that two non-parallel lines intersect in a point, it is arguably only a single coincidence
that a third line intersects at the same point, and not a conspiracy between three separate couplings.
Of course, a priori , the unication scale thus obtained could have been lower than MZ , or higher
than MPlanck. In a similar vein, we remark that the introduction of N = 1 supersymmetry is not
the only manner in which a unication of gauge couplings at 2  1016 GeV can be achieved. One
alternate possibility starting from the non-supersymmetric Standard Model utilizes the introduction
of extra multiplets at intermediate mass scales (see, e.g., Ref. [?]); another possibility (which leads
to an even higher unication scale) will be discussed in Sect. 9.
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= g2i ki = g
2
string : (2.6)
This unication relation holds because the gravitational and gauge interactions all
arise from the same underlying sectors in the heterotic string, and can therefore be
related to each other. Here GN is the gravitational coupling (Newton’s constant);
0 is the Regge slope (which sets the mass scale for excitations of the string); gi is
the gauge coupling for each gauge group factor Gi; and ki, which appears as the
corresponding normalization factor for the gauge coupling gi, is the so-called ane
level (also often called the Kac-Moody level) at which the group factor Gi is realized.
These ane levels have a simple origin in string theory, and can be understood
as follows. In (classical) heterotic string theory, all gauge symmetries are ultimately
realized in the form of worldsheet ane Lie algebras with central extensions [?].
Explicitly, this means that if one computes the operator product expansions (OPE’s)
between the worldsheet currents Ja(z) corresponding to any non-abelian group factor










Here fabc are the structure constants of the Lie algebra, and ~2h is the squared length
of the longest root ~h. While the rst term in Eq. (2.7) has the expected form of
the usual Lie algebra, the second term (the so-called \central extension") appears
as double-pole Schwinger contact term. As indicated in Eq. (2.7), the \level" k is
then dened as the coecient of this double-pole term, and the gauge symmetry is
said to have been \realized at level k". (The specic denition of k in the case of
abelian groups will be presented in Sect. 5.1.) Current-algebra relations of the form
in Eq. (2.7) are those of so-called ane Lie algebras, which are also often called
Kac-Moody algebras in the physics literature. Such algebras were rst discovered by
mathematicians in Ref. [?], and later independently by physicists in Ref. [?]. The
ane levels k that concern us here were rst discovered in Ref. [?]. Note that the
length ~2h is inserted into the denition in Eq. (2.7) so that the level k is invariant
under trivial rescalings of the currents Ja(z). For non-abelian gauge groups, it turns
out that the levels k are restricted to be positive integers, while for U(1) gauge groups
they can take arbitrary model-dependent values.
We see, then, that string theory appears to give us precisely the features we want,
with a prediction for the unication of the couplings in Eq. (2.6) that is strikingly
reminiscent of the \observed" MSSM unication in Eq. (2.4). There are, however,
some crucial dierences between the unication of gauge couplings in eld theory
and in string theory. First, string theory, unlike eld theory, is intrinsically a nite
theory; thus when we talk of a running of the gauge couplings in string theory, we are
implicitly calculating within the framework of the low-energy eective eld theory
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which is derived from only the massless (i.e., observable) states of the full string
spectrum. Second, again in contrast to eld theory, in string theory all couplings
are actually dynamical variables whose values are xed by the expectation values of
certain moduli elds. For example, the string coupling gstring is related at tree-level to
the VEV of a certain modulus, the dilaton , via a relation of the form gstring  e−hi
[?]. These moduli elds | which are massless gauge-neutral Lorentz-scalar elds |
essentially parametrize an entire space of possible ground states (or \vacua") of the
string, and have an eective potential which is classically flat and which remains flat
to all orders in perturbation theory. For this reason one does not know, a priori , the
value of the string coupling gstring at unication, much less the true string ground
state from which to perform our calculations in the rst place.
A third distinguishing feature between eld-theoretic and string-theoretic unica-
tion concerns the presence of the ane levels ki in the unication relation (2.6). It is
clear from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) that these factors essentially appear as normalizations
for the gauge couplings gi (or equivalently for the gauge symmetry currents Ja), and
indeed such normalizations are familiar from ordinary eld-theoretic GUT scenarios
such as those based on SU(5) or SO(10) embeddings in which the hypercharge gen-
erator Y must be rescaled by a factor kY = 5=3 in order to be unied within the
larger GUT symmetry group. The new feature from string theory, however, is that
such normalizations ki now also appear for the non-abelian gauge factors as well. We
shall see, however, that the most-easily constructed string models have ki = 1 for the
non-abelian gauge factors.
But once again, for the purposes of this article, the most important dierence
between gauge coupling unication in eld theory and string theory is the scale of
the unication. As we have already discussed, in eld theory this scale is determined
via an extrapolation of the measured low-energy couplings within the framework of
the MSSM, ultimately yielding MMSSM  2  1016 GeV. This number, deduced on
the basis of experimental measurement of the low-energy couplings, appears without
theoretical justication. In string theory, by contrast, the scale of unication Mstring
is xed by the intrinsic scale of the theory itself. Since string theory is a theory of
quantum gravity, its natural scale Mstring is ultimately related to the Planck scale
MPlanck =
q
1=GN  1:22 10
19 GeV ; (2.8)
and is given by
Mstring = gstring MPlanck 
q
1=0 (2.9)
where gstring is the string coupling. For realistic string models, the string coupling
gstring should be of order one at unication; this is not only necessary for rough
agreement with experiment at low energies, but also guarantees that the eective four-
dimensional eld theory will be weakly coupled [?], making a perturbative analysis
appropriate. At tree-level, therefore, Mstring is the scale at which the unication in
Eq. (2.6) is expected to take place. One-loop string eects have the potential to lower
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this scale somewhat, however, and indeed one nds [?] that in the DR renormalization





 gstring  5:27  10
17 GeV (2.10)
where γ  0:577 is the Euler constant. Thus, assuming that gstring  O(1) at
unication, we have
Mstring  5  10
17 GeV : (2.11)
We thus see that a factor of approximately 20 or 25 separates the predicted string
unication scale from the MSSM unication scale. Equivalently, the logarithms of
these scales (which are arguably the true measure of this discrepancy) dier by about










Figure 3: The fundamental problem of gauge coupling unication within string theory: the
scale M1  MMSSM  2  1016 GeV at which the gauge couplings are expected to unify
within the MSSM is signicantly below the scale M2  Mstring  5  1017 GeV at which
string theory predicts their unication with each other and with the gravitational coupling
(Newton constant) GN .
This situation is sketched in Fig. 3, where we compare the lower scale M1 
MMSSM at which the extrapolated gauge couplings unify with the higher scale
M2  Mstring at which string theory predicts their unication with each other and
yThe DR scheme is the modied minimal subtraction scheme for dimensional reduction, wherein
Dirac γ-matrix manipulations are performed in four dimensions. This scheme therefore preserves
spacetime supersymmetry in loop calculations.
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with the gravitational coupling GN . There are several important comments to make
regarding this gure. First, since GN has mass dimension −2, its running is dom-
inated by classical eects which are stronger than the purely quantum-mechanical
running experienced by the dimensionless gauge couplings i. In order to see this
explicitly, let us rst recall that the dimensionless gauge couplings experience a scale
dependence of the form −1i ()  
fi ~−1i where ~i are xed numbers describing
the strength of the gauge couplings, and where the functions fi (which are similar
to anomalous dimensions) describe the quantum-mechanical scale-dependence of the
gauge couplings. It is, of course, the scale-dependent quantities −1i () that we have
been considering all along, and we see that if we relate −1i () to 
−1
i (MZ) by expand-
ing fi to rst order in the gauge couplings via fi = bii(MZ)=2 + :::, we reproduce
the one-loop renormalization group equations given in Eq. (2.2). The situation for the
gravitational coupling is similar. We rst dene an analogous dimensionless grav-
itational coupling G−1N ()  
−2+fG ~G−1N where ~GN is the usual xed dimensionful
gravitational coupling (Newton constant), and where the two terms in the exponent
−2+fG respectively represent the classical and quantum-mechanical contributions to
the running. It is appropriate to consider this dimensionless gravitational coupling
G−1N () rather than ~G
−1
N since it is G
−1
N () which represents the eective strength
of the gravitational interaction at the scale . Since fG is proportional to GN and
is therefore exceedingly small at energies below the Planck scale, we can disregard
fG entirely and concentrate on the classical contribution. This yields the power-law
scale dependence G−1N ()=G
−1
N (MZ) = (MZ=)
2, which gives rise to an exponential
curve when sketched relative to a logarithmic mass scale as in Fig. 3. In this context,
it is also interesting to note that any possible unication of gauge and gravitational
couplings must necessarily take the form GN() = i() (where we are neglecting
overall numerical factors), since only couplings of similar mass dimensionalities can
be equated. Upon comparison with the string-theoretic tree-level unication predic-
tion in Eq. (2.6), we then immediately nd that such a unication is possible only
when   1=
p
0  Mstring. Thus, because string theory essentially relates a dimen-
sionless gauge coupling to a dimensionful gravitational coupling, it has the property
that the unication relation itself predicts the unication scale. Of course, the result
  Mstring is merely the tree-level result, while the one-loop corrected unication
scale is given in Eq. (2.10). Finally, also note that for illustrative purposes we have
greatly exaggerated the dierence between MMSSM and Mstring in this sketch.
One may argue that this discrepancy between the two unication scales is not a
major problem, since it is only a 10% eect in terms of their logarithms. More gen-
erally, one may also argue that it is improper to worry about a discrepancy between
scales of unication, since such scales are dependent upon the particular renormal-
ization scheme employed, and hence have no physical signicance. Both of these
observations are of course true, but the gauge couplings themselves are physical
quantities, and this discrepancy between Mstring and MMSSM implies that the hypoth-
esis of string-scale unication yields incorrect values for low-energy couplings. In
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Figure 4: Dependence on the string scale: the predicted value of the low-energy electroweak
mixing angle sin2 W (MZ), assuming unication at Mstring. Results for both one-loop and
two-loop running are plotted.
Figure 5: Dependence on the string scale: the predicted value of the low-energy coupling
strong(MZ), assuming unication at Mstring. Results for both one-loop and two-loop run-
ning are plotted.
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other words, if we take the predictions of string theory seriously and assume that the
gauge couplings unify at Mstring rather than at MMSSM, we nd that a straightforward
extrapolation down to low energies does not reproduce the correct values for these
couplings at the Z scale.
In order to appreciate the seriousness of this problem, recall that the experimen-
tally measured values for these couplings at the Z scale MZ  91 GeV in the MS
renormalization scheme were given in Eq. (2.1). Because the value of the electro-
magnetic coupling e:m:(MZ) = 1=127:9 is known with great precision and is trivially








2 W ; (2.12)
it is traditional to take e:m:(MZ) as a xed input parameter and quote the values
of (gY ; g2) in terms of the single electroweak mixing angle sin
2 W . Indeed, using
Eq. (2.1), we then obtain the low-energy coupling parameters
sin2 W (MZ)jMS = 0:2315 0:001
3(MZ)jMS = 0:120 0:010 ; (2.13)
and we shall see later that conversion from the MS scheme to the DR scheme makes
only a very small correction. By contrast, in Figs. 4 and 5 we have plotted the values
of the same low-energy coupling parameters that one would obtain by assuming
unication at dierent hypothetical values of Mstring, and then running down to low
energies according to both one-loop and two-loop analyses within the MSSM. It is
clear that for Mstring taking the value indicated in Eq. (2.11), the predicted values
of sin2 W (MZ) and 3(MZ) deviate by many standard deviations from those that
are measured. Thus, what may have seemed to be a minor discrepancy between two
unication scales becomes in fact a major problem for string phenomenology.
3 Possible Paths to String-Scale Unication
Faced with this situation, a number of possible \paths" towards reconciliation
have been proposed. We shall here summarize the basic features of each path, and
devote the following sections to more detailed examinations of the issues involved in
each.
3.1 Overview of possible paths
 String GUT models: Perhaps the most obvious path towards reconciling the
scale of string unication Mstring with the apparent unication scale MMSSM
is through the assumption of an intermediate-scale unifying gauge group G,
so that SU(3)  SU(2)  U(1)Y  G. In this scenario, the gauge couplings
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would still unify at the intermediate scale MMSSM to form the coupling gG
of the intermediate group G, but then gG would run up to the string scale
Mstring where it would then unify, as required, with the gauge couplings of
any other (\hidden") string gauge groups and with the gravitational coupling.
As far as string theory is concerned, this basic path to unication has two
possible sub-paths, depending on whether the GUT group G is simple [as in
SU(5) or SO(10)], or non-simple [as in the Pati-Salam unication scenario with
G = SO(6) SO(4), or the flipped SU(5) scenario with G = SU(5)  U(1)].
We shall refer to the rst path as the \strict GUT" path, and the second as
merely involving \intermediate-scale gauge structure". As we shall see, these
two sub-paths have drastically dierent stringy consequences and realizations.
 Non-standard ane levels and hypercharge normalizations: A second possible
path to unication retains the MSSM gauge structure all the way up to the
string scale, and instead exploits the fact that in string theory, the hypercharge
normalization kY need not have the standard value kY = 5=3 that it has in
those GUT scenarios which make use of SU(5) or SO(10) embeddings. Indeed,
in string theory, the value that kY may take is a priori arbitrary. Likewise,
in all generality, the ane levels (k2; k3) that describe the non-abelian group
factors SU(2) and SU(3) of the MSSM may also dier from their \usual"
value k2 = k3 = 1, and therefore it is possible that by building string models
which realize appropriately chosen non-standard values of (kY ; k2; k3), one can
alter the running of the corresponding couplings in such a way as to realize
gauge coupling unication at Mstring while simultaneously obtaining the proper
values of the low-energy parameters strong and sin
2 W . Thus, this possibility
would represent a purely string-theoretic eect. As we shall discuss, however,
it remains an open question whether realistic string models with the required
values of (kY ; k2; k3) can be constructed.
 Heavy string threshold corrections: The next three possible paths to string-
scale unication all involve adding various \correction terms" to the renormal-
ization group equations (RGE’s) of the MSSM. For example, the next possible
path we shall discuss involves the so-called heavy string threshold corrections
which represent the contributions from the innite towers of massive (i.e.,
Planck-scale) string states that are otherwise neglected in an analysis of the
purely low-energy massless string spectrum. Strictly speaking, such corrections
must be included in any string-theoretic analysis, and it is possible that these
corrections may be suciently large to reconcile string-scale unication with
the observed low-energy couplings. Thus, like the non-standard ane levels
and hypercharge normalizations, this too represents a purely stringy eect that
would not arise in ordinary eld-theoretic scenarios.
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 Light SUSY thresholds: A fourth possible path to unication involves the
corrections due to light SUSY-breaking thresholds near the electroweak scale.
While the plot in Fig. 2 assumes that the superpartners of the MSSM states all
have equal masses at MZ , it is expected that realistic SUSY-breaking mecha-
nisms will yield a somewhat dierent sparticle spectroscopy. The light SUSY-
breaking thresholds are the corrections that would be needed in order to account
for this, and are typically analyzed in purely eld-theoretic terms.
 Extra non-MSSM matter: A fth possible path towards reconciling the string
unication scale with the MSSM unication scale involves the corrections due
to possible extra exotic matter beyond the MSSM. Although introducing such
additional matter is completely ad hoc from the eld-theoretic point of view,
such matter appears naturally in many realistic string models, and is in fact
required for their self-consistency. Such matter also has the potential to signif-
icantly alter the naive string predictions of the low-energy couplings, and its
eects must therefore be included.
 Strings without supersymmetry: Another possible path towards unication,
one which is highly unconventional and which lies outside the paradigm of
the MSSM, involves strings without supersymmetry | i.e., strings which are
non-supersymmetric at the Planck scale. Such string models therefore seek to
reproduce the Standard Model, rather than the MSSM, at low energies. As a
result of the freedom to adjust the hypercharge normalization that exists within
the string framework, it turns out that gauge coupling unication can still be
achieved in such models, even without invoking supersymmetry. Moreover, the
scale of gauge coupling unication in this scenario surprisingly turns out to be
somewhat closer to the string scale than it is within the MSSM.
 Strings at strong coupling: Finally, there also exists another possible path to
unication which | unlike those above | is intrinsically non-perturbative,
and which makes use of some special features of the strong-coupling behavior
of strings in ten dimensions.
The above \paths to unication" are clearly very dierent from each other, and
thus imply dierent resolutions to the fundamental problem posed in Fig. 3. In Fig. 6,
we have sketched some of these dierent resolutions; we remind the reader that once
again these sketches are greatly exaggerated and are meant only to illustrate the
basic scenarios. First, in Fig. 6(a), we illustrate the standard GUT resolution in
which the three low-energy couplings emerge at M1 MMSSM from a common GUT
coupling which in turn unies with the gravitational coupling at M2  Mstring. In
Fig. 6(b), by contrast, we illustrate the approach based on modications of the levels
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Figure 6: Various paths to unication, as discussed in the text. Each path provides a
dierent solution to the fundamental problem posed in Fig. 3.
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requires decreasing kY and increasing k3; for convenience we have held k2 constant in
this plot. Next, in Fig. 6(c), we sketch the scenario based on heavy string threshold
corrections. In this scenario, the exact tree-level unication relation (2.6) at Mstring
is corrected by xed thresholds i which must have specic sizes and signs if they are
to consistent with the observed gauge coupling unication at MMSSM. For example,
it is already clear that we would require 1 −2 to be negative and 3 −2 to be
positive.
The remaining sketches show the influence of possible non-trivial physics at in-
termediate scales Mi between MZ and MMSSM. In Fig. 6(d), for example, we illus-
trate a scenario based on possible intermediate-scale gauge structure [such as, e.g.,
SO(6)SO(4)]. In such scenarios, the low-energy gauge couplings emerge only at the
intermediate scale Mi at which the larger gauge symmetry is broken, and the U(1)
gauge coupling generally experiences a discontinuity. Likewise, in Figs. 6(e) and 6(f),
we show the eects of extra matter beyond the MSSM. In Fig. 6(e), we illustrate the
eects of potential extra color triplets and electroweak doublets appearing at inter-
mediate scales Mi and M
0
i respectively; for simplicity we have assumed that these
extra states have vanishing hypercharge. It is clear that the eect of such extra mat-
ter states is essentially that of a corrective lens which \refocuses" the running of the
gauge couplings so that they meet at Mstring rather than at MMSSM. (Light SUSY
thresholds also have a similar eect.) In Fig. 6(f), by contrast, we show the eect of
extra matter in complete GUT multiplets. While such multiplets do not aect the
unication scale to one-loop order, we have sketched a scenario in which they raise
the unied coupling to such an extent that two-loop eects may become signicant
and then refocus the unication scale up to the string scale.
It is also possible to sketch the two remaining \paths to unication" that we have
mentioned above. In particular, the scenario based upon strings without supersym-
metry will be illustrated in Sect. 9 (see Fig. ?? for a precise plot), while the scenario
based upon string non-perturbative eects is much more subtle, and essentially weak-
ens the string unication predictions in such a way that the unication scale for the
gauge couplings need no longer coincide with the string scale derived from the grav-
itational coupling. Thus, in this scenario, the original mismatch illustrated in Fig. 3
would continue to apply, but would no longer be viewed as problematic.
3.2 Choosing between the paths: General remarks
Given these many potential \paths to unication", we are then left with one
over-riding question: Which path to string-scale gauge coupling unication does string
theory actually take? Or equivalently, we may ask: To what extent can realistic string
models be constructed which exploit each of these possibilities?
These questions are far more subtle in string theory than they would be in ordinary
eld theory. Indeed, in eld theory, it would not seem to be too dicult to construct
models which exploit the GUT mechanism, or which introduce extra matter beyond
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the MSSM. In string theory, however, the situation is far more complicated because
these dierent paths are often related to each other in deep ways that are not always
immediately apparent. For example, as we shall see, any consistent realization of
a \strict GUT" string model requires that the GUT gauge symmetry G be realized
with an ane level kG > 1. Likewise, the presence of non-standard hypercharges
kY in string theory can be shown to imply the existence of certain classes of exotic
non-MSSM matter with fractional electric charge. Thus, the dierent \paths to
unication" as we have outlined them are not independent of each other, and we
expect that various combinations of all of these eects will play a role in dierent
types of string models.
It is important to understand why such such unexpected connections arise in string
theory, and why such seemingly disparate features such as ane levels, extra non-
MSSM matter, and GUT gauge groups are all ultimately tied together. These connec-
tions essentially occur because the fundamental object in string theory is the string
itself. Each of the dierent worldsheet modes of excitation of the string corresponds to
a dierent particle in spacetime. Thus, in string theory, four-dimensional spacetime
physics is ultimately the consequence of two-dimensional worldsheet physics. This
means that the four-dimensional particle spectra, gauge symmetries, couplings, etc.,
that we obtain in a given string model are all ultimately determined and constrained
by worldsheet symmetries.
There are numerous well-known examples of this interplay between worldsheet and
spacetime physics, examples in which a given worldsheet symmetry has profound ef-
fects in spacetime. For example, worldsheet conformal invariance sets the spacetime
Hagedorn temperature of the theory (with ensuing consequences in string thermody-
namics), and establishes a critical spacetime dimension which is, in general, greater
than four. It is this which necessitates a compactication to four dimensions, lead-
ing to an innite moduli space of possible phenomenologically distinct string ground
states. Likewise, worldsheet supersymmetry also has profound eects in spacetime: it
introduces spacetime fermions into the string spectrum, lowers the critical spacetime
dimension from 26 to 10, and sets an upper limit of 22 on the rank of the correspond-
ing gauge group in a classical heterotic string. Even more profound are the eects of
worldsheet modular invariance (or one-loop conformal anomaly cancellation): in cer-
tain settings this removes the tachyon from the spacetime string spectrum, introduces
spacetime supersymmetry, and guarantees the ultraviolet niteness of string one- and
multi-loop amplitudes. Indeed, modular invariance is also responsible for the appear-
ance of so-called GSO projections which remove certain states from all mass levels
of the string spectrum, and likewise requires the introduction of corresponding new
sectors which add new states to the string spectrum. All of this happens simultane-
ously in a tightly constrained manner, and one nds that it is generally dicult to
alter the properties of one sector of a given string model without seriously disturbing
the features of another sector.
An important goal for string phenomenologists, then, is the development of a dic-
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tionary , or table of relations, between worldsheet physics and spacetime physics. In
this way we hope to ultimately learn what \patterns" of spacetime physics are allowed
or consistent with an underlying string theory. More specically, as far as unication
is concerned, we wish to determine which of the possible paths to unication are
mutually consistent and can be realized in actual realistic string models.
In the rest of this article, therefore, we shall outline the current status and recent
developments for each of these possible paths to unication. In other words, we
shall be exploring the extent to which the various unication mechanisms we have
outlined can be made consistent with the worldsheet symmetries (such as conformal
invariance, modular invariance, and worldsheet supersymmetry) that underlie string
theory.
4 Path #1: String GUT models
In this approach, we ask the question: Can one realize the \strict GUT" scenario
consistently in string theory? In other words, can we build a consistent and phe-
nomenologically realistic string model which realizes, say, a unied SU(5) or SO(10)
gauge symmetry at the string scale, along with the appropriate matter content neces-
sary for yielding three complete MSSM representations, the appropriate electroweak
Higgs representations, as well as the GUT Higgs needed to break the GUT gauge
symmetry group down to SU(3) SU(2) U(1)Y at some lower scale? As we shall
see, obtaining the required gauge group is fairly easy. By contrast, obtaining the
required matter representations turns out to be much more dicult.
Why is this so hard? The short answer is that there naively seems to be a clash
between the three properties that we demand of our string theory: unitarity of the
underlying worldsheet conformal eld theory, existence of the required GUT Higgs in
the massless spacetime spectrum, and the existence of only three chiral generations.
The rst two properties together imply that we need to realize our GUT symmetry
group G with an ane level kG  2. This in turn has historically rendered the
construction of corresponding three-generation string GUT models dicult [?, ?, ?,
?, ?, ?] (though not impossible). In this section, we shall briefly sketch the basic
arguments and current status of the string GUT approach.
4.1 Why higher levels are needed
We begin by discussing why grand-unied gauge groups in string theory must be
realized at higher ane levels.
Recall that in heterotic string theory, all gauge symmetries are ultimately realized
in the form of worldsheet ane Lie algebras, with currents Ja(z) satisfying operator
product expansions of the form given in Eq. (2.7). However, given a gauge group G,
the corresponding level kG is not arbitrary, for there are two constraints that must
be satised. First, if G is non-abelian (which is the case that we will be discussing
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